
 

Who ever has the Grossglockner High Alpine Road, also knows the "Lukashansl" 
in Bruck. A house that stays in the memory of all travelers. And those who have 
taken a break here, always want to stay in the cozy lap of a traditional guest 

house. After all, hospitality sets the tone in the Hotel Lukashansl in Bruck an der 
Grossglocknerstrasse. 

 

  

Gasthof Post is located at the beginning of the Grossglocknerstrasse and directly 

on the Tauern Cycle Path. The hotel has a restaurant, bar, terrace, lift, ski and 
bicycle storage and a beer garden to relax. 

 

 

Welcome to the Hotel Römerhof * * * Superior in Fusch am Grossglockner 
Experience a little paradise in the middle of the Hohe Tauern National Park and 
the Sportregion Zell am See - Kaprun! 

 
We are a family-run hotel in the fourth generation, which is located in the center 

of the small national park community Fusch an der Grossglocknerstrasse. We 
hope to give you an informative insight into the unique holiday and nature 
experience that our region offers you throughout the year with our website. 

We hope you enjoy browsing our website and we look forward to welcoming you 
soon in our Hotel Römerhof and to pamper you! 

 



 

Welcome to our family-run hotel!  
With us you spend a relaxed and active holiday in the province of Salzburg. 
Directly in the center of Fusch and in the immediate vicinity of the Grossglockner 

High Alpine Road awaits you a cozy, traditional ambience with Austrian charm 
and family hospitality - be it the comfortable rooms with breakfast or half board, 

the wellness area with sauna or the numerous other inclusive services. 
We make sure that your holiday in the Zell am See Kaprun region is a special 
experience. They come as guests and drive home as friends of our 

Unterkrämerhofes! 

 

 

A warm welcome in the Hotel Wasserfall - the holiday idyll in the midst of 

the Salzburg mountains. Picturesque between Grossglockner and Lake 

Zell, our house is a pleasure in every season. Whether individual travelers, 
families or group travel - we offer you genuine Salzburg hospitality, 

versatile excursions and activities as well as comfort and enjoyment in 
many ways. 

Individual vacations in a family atmosphere - we gladly take time for you! 

 

 

 


